
One of my favourite fashion sub-
jects these days is ‘ageing
gracefully’. Ageing is an unavoid-
able process, so why not have a
positive outlook on it from the
start? Unlike what the fashion
industry wants us to believe, decay
is our future, so we might as well
make the best of it. It’s easy for a 15-
year-old (the average age of fashion
models) to look spotless around
the clock—although the cynical
thing is, most 15-year-olds would
strongly disagree because they’re
in that critical phase of being terri-
bly insecure and all that. Anyway,
it’s a whole different ballgame
when you’re playing the second
half. When I spot someone way
over 50 rocking an unshakable
sense of style, that just always real-
ly makes my day. Like the other
week I was biking through De Pijp
when I saw this man, who must
have been well over 70, wearing a
high moleskin hat along with retro-
futuristic Grace Jones shades,  a
1980s remake of a Zoot suit jacket
over skinny trousers and a noncha-
lant dandy scarf pinned down with
some gentlemen’s jewellery. Apart
from that, he seemed to be a popu-
lar bird chatting away on the curb like some jive-talking pusher
from late 1930s Chicago. Luckily, it’s not just me obsessing

about ageing gracefully. A while
back already, Vogue made this
bold statement saying that your
party really sucks if you don’t have
some ‘vintage babes’ lined up to
show the young ones how it’s
done. After all, you don’t just
become a classy old timer over
night. Being a ‘vintage babe’ is like
a lifetime achievement award.
Style needs time to grow on you
and your daily routines. The main
clue being: it has to look effortless.
So it’s never too early to start
working on your style CV. For me,
the über vintage babe is Catherine
Deneuve. Ok, that’s maybe putting
the pressure on a bit, but fashion is
about living it, and with this new
pro-age outlook, it’s also about
keeping it up. Anyhow, the psy-
chology behind this story is meant
to be uplifting. We can easily imag-
ine Viktor and Rolf ageing all neat
and cool like the Dutch Gilbert
and George. Thinking of that, I can
hardly wait. I guess that’s why old-
er lookers find such a grateful
audience: they give us a glance in
tomorrow’s mirror and make us
feel even better than today.

React: inandout@amsterdamweekly.n
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The people versus...
By Floris Dogterom

The resident and
the alderman

The only thing about Surinameplein
that links it to squares like Rem-
brandtplein or Kwakersplein—with
their terrasjes—is in the name, plein.
Otherwise, the square in the west of
the city is nothing more than a big
roundabout that serves as a city entry
point for thousands of cars every day.
The lawn in the middle of the square is
green, but unused.

‘The square belongs to nobody,’ says shoe
designer and local resident Hester Vlam-
ings. ‘The authorities say they want to give
it back to the people.’ In order to involve
the people, the authorities, in this case the
stadsdelen of De Baarsjes and Oud-Zuid
have set up an internet forum (suriname-
plein.info) where local residents and
anybody else who feels (s)he has some-
thing to say about Surinameplein, can leave
and discuss suggestions on the future of the
square. ‘We want to communicate with the
citizens on all levels and involve them in as
early a stage as possible,’ says Ab Cherribi,
De Baarsjes’ alderman for public space.

‘Great idea,’ says Vlamings, ‘but it
could be organised better. I find the web-
site not particularly user-friendly—it takes
some doing to make a profile with which
you can participate in the discussions. Sec-
ondly, the quality of the reactions is
somewhat disappointing. People don’t
have real plans, but merely say things like
“I want more green”. And lastly, the stads-
delen should promote the website more.
It’s much too quiet there.’

Cherribi says he understands Vlamings’
point of view. ‘As to the quality of the reac-
tions: someone is taking care of that. But
we do indeed need a “full-blown” modera-
tor. And we are going to promote the forum
more, via the neighbourhood newsletter
and maybe ads in the free local papers.’

Cherribi stresses that the forum ‘is
absolutely not a mere politicians’ toy. All
input is welcome. But I can’t say if we are
actually going to use the ideas people put
forward. It depends on the ideas.’

Instead of waiting, Vlamings, commit-
ted as she is to the Surinameplein
makeover, has started her own forum: suri-
nameplein-plan.hyves.nl. One must wonder
why the city didn’t think of that themselves
and set up their own Hyves account: it’s
both highly used and very user-friendly.

Something to report?
thepeopleversus@amsterdamweekly.nl

Street fashion By Mo Veld

In the 1960s, European Union farming
subsidies added a butter mountain, a milk
lake and a wine lake to the European
landscape. Now, there’s a new landmark:
artist Martijn Engelbregt has built Rest., a
huge pyramid made of picnic tables
where he’ll serve you surplus food gar-
nished with weeds.

Engelbregt was asked to develop an
art project for the summer arts festival
Beelden op de Berg in the Belmonte
Arboretum in Wageningen, a small univer-
sity town east of Amsterdam.

‘I was musing on a suitable project
while cooking, and I noticed how much
food gets thrown out, even in my own
household. So I started thinking about
surplus food. Apparently twenty-five per
cent of what gets produced goes unused. I
wanted to channel some of those surplus
streams, and serve them up, as a playful
comment on the situation,’ says Engel-
bregt. And so Rest. was born. The name
refers both to the Dutch word for leftover,
restje, and the English meaning of ‘rest’ as
in relaxation. ‘And I kept noticing all
these roadside signs where the word

restaurant was abbreviated in the old-
fashioned way: “Bar-Rest.”, “Hotel-Rest.’’.’

Each of the planned five Sunday
mornings begins with a ‘weed searching
adventure trail’, where local experts will
help you identify the edible wild plants in
and around the Arboretum. All findings
will be cooked later by food artist Miguel
Brugman and served as a ‘lunchdinner’ at
2 pm. ‘We also go by market stalls, local
bakeries and other small shops to collect
ingredients,’ explains Engelbregt, ‘and we
have good connections with local garden
allotments too. Sadly, bigger shops like
HEMA and Albert Heijn usually don’t con-
tribute.’ Brugman then uses these
leftovers to prepare innovative dishes like
bread lasagne and blackberry-muesli
puree before ‘dotting everything with edi-
ble wildflowers.’ 

Originally, the idea was to use left-
overs from private households as well,
but that proved too tricky with the food
inspection services, who gave them
enough of a hard time as it was. ‘They
sent us an official warning for creating a
health risk at the opening since we had

placed uncovered food under a tree for
about five minutes. But if it was in fact so
dangerous, you can’t help but wonder
why they didn’t say anything at the time.’

Engelbregt says the project has
already inspired change in his own home
food management: ‘I used to buy rucola
for my salads, now I just pick some road-
side dandelion leaves.’

Book now: www.the-rest.nl.
Reservations still available for 20 July
and 21 September.
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